Many common finite p-groups admit automorphisms of order coprime to p, and when p is odd, it is reasonably difficult to find finite p-groups with automorphism group a p-group. Yet the goal of this paper is to prove that almost all finite p-groups do have automorphism group a p-group when p is odd. The asymptotic sense in which the theorem holds involves bounding the Frattini length of the p-groups and letting the number of generators go to infinity. The proof of the theorem draws on a detailed analysis of the Frattini series of a free group and the combinatorics linking finite p-groups and representations of GL(n, Fp). The case of p = 2 remains open.
Introduction
The goal of this paper is to prove that, in a specific sense, almost all finite p-groups have automorphism group a p-group when p is odd. The result in question was first announced by the second author in [17] , but this paper represents the first published proof. (Although [17] included the case p = 2, there seems to be a gap in the proof that is discussed later in this paper. ) The result may not seem entirely plausible at first, as many common finite p-groups do not have automorphism group a p-group: Z p n for p odd and Sylow p-subgroups of simple groups and Chevalley groups, for example. Furthermore, Bryant and Kovács [1] show that any finite group occurs as the quotient A(H) of the automorphism group of some finite p-group H (where A(H) is as defined Table 1 : The proportion of p-groups of a given order with automorphism group a p-group. below). Intuitively, our result is saying that most p-groups are complicated and unnatural-looking, and that familiar examples are far from typical.
It is reasonably easy to find finite 2-groups with automorphism group a 2-group: Z 2 n , the dihedral 2-group D 2 n (n ≥ 3), and the generalized quaternion group Q 2 n (n ≥ 4). It is more difficult to find finite p-groups with automorphism group a p-group when p is odd. In [7] , Horoševskiȋ constructs such a p-group with nilpotence class n for each n ≥ 2 and such a p-group on d generators for each d ≥ 3. Furthermore, Horoševskiȋ shows in [7] and [8] that for any prime p, if H 1 , H 2 , . . . , H n are finite p-groups with automorphism group a p-group, then so is the iterated wreath product H 1 ≀ H 2 ≀ · · · ≀ H n . Otherwise, most known examples arise from complicated and unnatural-looking constructions (see [21] ). Table 1 summarizes data obtained via GAP 4 [2] and the package AutPGrp on the number of small p-groups with automorphism group a p-group.
Of course, the meaning of the statement "If p is odd, then almost all finite p-groups have automorphism group a p-group" depends on the asymptotic interpretation of "almost all." The most natural interpretation is to consider all p-groups of order less than p n and let n go to infinity. Unfortunately, this is not the sense in which our result holds, and indeed, the question remains open for this interpretation (see [16, Question 9] ). The precise statement of our main theorem relies on a central series of a group called the Frattini series, which will be defined in Section 2. Following the standard terminology for central series, the Frattini length of a group is the number of non-identity terms in the associated Frattini series. The main theorem of this paper may be concisely stated as follows. Theorem 1.1. Fix an odd prime p and n ≥ 2. If r d,n is the proportion of p-groups generated by at most d elements and with Frattini length at most n whose automorphism group is a p-group, then lim d→∞ r d,n = 1.
The proof of Theorem 1.1 breaks down into three parts, which are presented in Sections 2, 5, and 6, and will be assembled to prove (slightly more general versions of) Theorem 1.1 in Section 7. In the remainder of this section, we will outline the structure of the proof.
For the first part of the proof, write F for the free group on d generators and F i for the i-th term in the Frattini series of F . It transpires that GL(d, p) is the quotient of Aut(F/F n+1 ) by a subgroup in the kernel of the Aut(F/F n+1 ) action on F n /F n+1 , so that GL(d, p) acts on F n /F n+1 , and the Aut(F/F n+1 )-orbits of normal subgroups of F n /F n+1 are GL(d, p)-orbits.
For any finite p-group H, write A(H) for the group of automorphisms of H/Φ(H) induced by Aut(H) (where Φ(H) is the Frattini subgroup of H). We shall see that if A(H) is a p-group, then so is Aut(H); in fact, our main goal is to prove, in some sense, that A(H) is usually trivial.
In Section 2, after defining and investigating the Frattini series, we prove the following theorem. Recall that a regular orbit is one in which every point has trivial stabilizer. Note that
Section 3 follows with a detailed examination of the module structure of the quotient F n /F n+1 that will be needed in Section 5. Section 4 merely contains combinatorial estimates needed in Sections 5 and 6.
The second part of the proof of Theorem 1.1 is contained in Section 5. Writing d n for the rank of F n /F n+1 , we can prove the following numerical estimate. 
where w is viewed as a function of d.
The proof of Theorem 1.3 uses a theorem estimating the number of normal subgroups of an arbitrary p-group, applying it to factors of the Frattini series of a free group. Note that this is where the proof fails in the case p = 2; in particular, we have no analogue for Theorem 3.4 when p = 2.
The final part of the proof of Theorem 1.1, presented in Section 6, uses another numerical estimate.
Then, viewing x as a function of d,
As we will show in Section 7, Theorem 1.1 follows easily from Theorems 1.2, 1.3, and 1.4(b). We close with some observations and open questions.
Notation. There are several notational conventions in this paper that may be used without comment. The symbol p will always denote a prime; p may equal 2 unless otherwise noted. The Frattini series will always be defined relative to the prime p. F will always denote the free group on d generators. The symbol d will always denote the number of generators of a p-group or of F . The rank of F n /F n+1 will be denoted d n . When convenient, the group GL(d, F p ) = GL(d, p) will be denoted by Σ.
The Frattini Series
In the next two sections, we shall define and discuss the Frattini series (or lower p-series) of a group, particularly of a free group. In Theorems 2.7 and 2.8 we describe how isomorphism classes of p-groups in a variety may be enumerated, obtaining Theorem 1.2 as a corollary.
Preliminaries
The Frattini series seems to have been introduced by Skopin [20] and Lazard [12] , and is described in detail by Huppert and Blackburn [10, Chapter VIII] (under the name λ-series) and by Bryant and Kovács [1] . It is particularly suited to computer analysis of p-groups and forms the basis of the nilpotent quotient algorithm of Macdonald and Neumann (see [14] ).
For any prime p and group H the Frattini series 
[H
H is said to have Frattini length (or Frattini class) n if H n is the last nonidentity element of the Frattini series. Note that a finite group which is not a p-group does not have finite Frattini length, since the factors of the Frattini series are all p-groups. 
The Frattini Series of p-Groups and Free Groups
and so
For the remainder of this paper, let F be the free group on d generators y 1 , . . . , y d . The Frattini length of a p-group is related to the Frattini series of F in the following way. Any p-group H generated by at most d elements is isomorphic to F/U for some normal subgroup U of F . By induction, H i = F i U/U :
Then the Frattini length of H is n, where F n+1 is the first term in the Frattini series of F contained in U . We will need two observations about the subgroup F 2 , first recalling a simple result on the Frattini quotient. 
The Frattini Series and the Automorphism Group
In the next two subsections, we describe the automorphisms of a p-group H in terms of its Frattini series. Since each H i is fully invariant in H, any automorphism of H induces by restriction automorphisms of each H i /H i+1 . In particular any automorphism of H induces an element of Aut(H/H 2 ) = GL(d, p) acting on H/H 2 , where the rank of H/H 2 is d. Thus we obtain a map α H from Aut(H) to GL(d, p), and an exact sequence Proof. Suppose σ ∈ K(H) has order q, where q = 1 or q is relatively prime to p. Any coset xH 2 of H 2 in H is fixed by σ, since σ acts trivially on H/H 2 . The orbit of an element of xH 2 under σ has size dividing q, and |xH 2 | is a power of p, so some element of xH 2 is fixed by σ. Every coset of H 2 contains an element fixed by σ, and since H 2 is the Frattini subgroup of H, these coset representatives generate H. Thus σ fixes H and q = 1. Hence K(H) is a p-group.
Relatively Free Groups
A variety of groups V consists of all groups satisfying a set of relations that hold for all elements of the group (see Neumann [19] ). For each positive integer d, the variety V contains a relatively free group on d generators, namely the unique group on d generators that satisfies only the defining relations. For example, all abelian groups form a variety, the variety in which the relation ab = ba holds for all group elements a and b. Then the free abelian group on d generators is the relatively free group on d generators in the variety of abelian groups. We will only be interested in the variety of p-groups of Frattini length at most n, but the theorems in this subsection hold in more general situations.
Suppose that G is a finite non-trivial p-group that is the quotient of F by a fully invariant subgroup U , so that G is a relatively free group in some variety V on at most d generators. The relations defining V come from setting each word in U equal to the identity element. In this setting, we can describe A(G) and K(G) more precisely.
Since F 2 and U are fully invariant in F , we know that F 2 U is a fully invariant subgroup of F containing F 2 . By Proposition 2.4, either F = F 2 U or F 2 = F 2 U . In the first case, F = U , contradicting the non-triviality of G. Thus F 2 = F 2 U and U ≤ F 2 . As noted in Subsection 2.2, F/F 2 has rank d. G is the quotient of F by U , and any minimal generating set of F maps to a generating set of G, so G is generated by at most d elements. But F/F 2 is the quotient of G by F 2 /U , and F/F 2 has rank d, so G is a d-generator group. Theorem 2.7. Suppose that G is the relatively free group on d generators in a variety of groups V and that |G| = p g . Then
. . , x d be a minimal generating set for G. Also let L be a normal subgroup of G lying in G 2 and let u 1 , . . . , u d be any elements of L. Since G is relatively free, the map α : x i → x i u i for each i is an endomorphism of G (it suffices to check that if a word w in the x i 's equals 1, then wα = 1, but every tuple of elements of G satisfies the same relations, so when x i is replaced by x i u i in w, the new word also equals 1). Note that α acts trivially on G/L and that by Proposition 2.3, α is an automorphism. Any automorphism of G that acts trivially on G/L has this form: it must act on each x i as multiplication by an element of L. Thus the number of automorphisms of G that acts trivially on
Clearly any normal subgroup of G in the same Aut(G)-orbit as L has the same quotient, so the map L → G/L is well-defined on Aut(G)-orbits of normal subgroups of G lying in G 2 . To show that this is a bijection, we must show that if M is a normal subgroup of G lying in 
As γ induces β, it follows from Proposition 2.3 that γ is an automorphism of G. Then Lγ = M and L and M are in the same Aut(G)-orbit.
If we take L = M , we find that any
Theorem 2.8. Suppose that G is the relatively free group on d generators in a variety of groups V and suppose that
3, so the Aut(G)-orbits of normal subgroups of G lying in G n are just the GL(d, p)-orbits. This proves the bijection.
is exact. Combined with the second exact sequence in Theorem 2.7, we find that
We can now prove Theorem 1.2, restated here for convenience.
Theorem 1.2. Fix a prime p and n ≥ 2. Let
and not containing
There is a well-defined map
Proof. Take V to be the variety of p-groups of Frattini length at most n. Then F/F n+1 is the relatively free group on d generators in V . That the Aut(F/F n+1 )-and GL(d, p)-orbits in C d,n are the same follows from the first exact sequence in Theorem 2.7 and the fact that K(F/F n+1 ) acts trivially on F n /F n+1 as in Subsection 2.3.
The map π d,n is well-defined and defines bijections for A d,n and Note, by the way, that since F n /F n+1 is elementary abelian and central in F/F n+1 , the set C d,n is just the set of subspaces of the vector space F n /F n+1 .
The Frattini Factors of a Free Group
Let K be the field of p elements and Σ = GL(d, p).
, an elementary abelian p-group whose rank is given by Witt's formula [1] show that both L n and F n /F n+1 are KΣ-modules. In preparation for Sections 5 and 6, we need to analyze the structure of F n /F n+1 as a KΣ-module, as well as investigate certain power and commutator maps from 
The map α n is connected with a power map in the following theorem.
Theorem 3.3. Let ι be the natural embedding of L(n) into L(n + 1) and let φ n : F n /F n+1 → F n+1 /F n+2 be the power map φ n : xF n+1 → x p F n+2 . Unless p = 2 and n = 1, φ n is an injective homomorphism and φ n = α
Proof. Suppose x, y ∈ F n and either p > 2 or n > 1. Then
n , ι, and α n+1 are all injective, by Theorem 3.1, so is φ n . In Section 5, we will also need a commutator map as in the following theorem. 
Then ρ n,k is a homomorphism, and for xF n+1 ∈ F n /F n+1 ,
Furthermore, the kernel of α
Proof. First we need to show that ρ n,k is well-defined. Namely, we need to
Thus ρ n,k is well-defined. Next, to show ρ n,k is a homomorphism, we observe that if
On the other hand,
To show that the kernel of α −1 n ιρ n,k α n+1 is generated by y
n , ι, and α n+1 are all injective, it suffices to show that the kernel of ρ n,k | L(n) is generated by y
is a homomorphism because L i+1 is elementary abelian). We need to show that the kernel of δ 1 is generated by y k and that for i > 1, δ i is injective. Clearly we may assume that k = 1.
The group L i has a basis given by standard bracketings of Lyndon words of length i, as explained in [3, Section 3] . In this case, a Lyndon word of length i is a word on the alphabet {y 1 , . . . , y d } of length i that is strictly smaller than all its (non-empty) tails; here, we are linearly ordering our alphabet y 1 < · · · < y d . Given a Lyndon word w, write w = w 1 w 2 , where w 2 is the longest Lyndon tail of w. Then w 1 is a Lyndon word and w 1 < w 2 . 
Gaussian Coefficient Estimates
The purpose of this section is to prove several estimates needed in Sections 5 and 6. Most of the estimates involve Gaussian coefficients, and so we will begin with the relevant definitions and bounds on the Gaussian coefficients obtained by Wilf [23] .
The Gaussian coefficient
is the number of k-dimensional subspaces of a vector space of dimension n over the field of q elements. We shall be concerned with estimates for n k q and for the Galois number
which is the total number of subspaces of a vector space of dimension n over the field of q elements. These numbers have been studied for a long time in connection with elliptic functions, partitions of integers, and the lattice of subspaces of a finite dimensional vector space; a survey is given by Goldman and Rota [4] . As q → 1, we have n k q → n k , the usual binomial coefficient, and it turns out that many identities involving binomial coefficients arise in this way from their q-analogues, in which the binomial coefficient is replaced by the corresponding Gaussian coefficient. For instance,
becomes the familiar Pascal's triangle identity as q → 1, and
is a q-analogue of the binomial theorem. The following estimates are obtained in Wilf [23] .
The next lemma will allow us to give an upper bound for G n (q), among other uses.
Lemma 4.2. Let f (x) = −ax 2 + bx + c with a > 0, let |q| > 1, and set A(q) = r q f (r) , where the sum is over all integers r with t ≤ r ≤ u. Then
Proof. Suppose the maximum of f (x) in [t, u] occurs at x = y. The global maximum of f (x) occurs at x = b/2a, so one of three cases holds:
and it suffices to show that
where s = q a . This is a consequence of Jacobi's functional equation for the theta function
where |e πiw | < 1. Section 21.51 of Whittaker and Watson [22] gives the functional equation 
It is easy to derive an upper bound for G n (q).
Lemma 4.3. For any positive integer n, we have
Proof. By Lemma 4.1, Equation 2, we have
where the last inequality follows from Lemma 4.2, taking f (x) = x(n − x) = −x 2 + nx and noting that x(n − x) ≤ n 2 /4 for all x.
Finally we shall prove Theorem 4.4, which will be needed in Section 5 to bound products of Gaussian coefficients, and Lemma 4.5, which will be used in Section 6.
Theorem 4.4. Fix a prime p and n ≥ 2. Let d n be the rank of
where the sum is over all integers u i+1 , . . . , u n such that
Proof. First note that
As a function of u n , the expression
by Lemma 4.2.
The proof of the theorem is by backward induction on i. Note that
When i = n − 2, using our bound on A p,n−1 (u n−1 ) gives
is a function of u n−1 maximized at This proves the base case i = n − 2. By induction, for i ≤ n − 3,
is a function of u i+1 maximized at
which is negative for large d. Thus for 0 ≤ u i+1 ≤ d i+1 , this function is maximized at u i+1 = 0, and hence is less than
proving the result. 
and this bound is achieved when α 1 = α 2 = · · · = α s−1 = 1. Furthermore, if n ≥ 1 + ε and s ≥ 2, then
Proof. For Equation 10 , we use a simple induction argument. It is clearly true for s = 1. Suppose it is true up through s; we will prove it for s + 1.
proving Equation 10. As for Equation 11
,
where the first inequality follows from Equation 10 and the second inequality follows from the fact that since n ≥ 1 + ε and n ≥ s, we know that n ≥ (ε + s + 1)/2.
5 From Subgroups of F 2 /F n+1 to Subgroups of
The goal of this section is to prove Theorem 1.3, essentially showing that most orbits of GL(d, p) acting on normal subgroups of F/F n+1 contained in F 2 /F n+1 are orbits of GL(d, p) acting on normal subgroups of F/F n+1 contained in F n /F n+1 . We will prove Theorem 1.3 by estimating the number of normal subgroups of F/F n+1 contained in F 2 /F n+1 . Theorem 5.1 offers an estimate on the number of normal subgroups of an arbitrary p-group that share a particular property. Our estimate depends on certain parameters which are difficult to work out in general, but are calculated for factors of the Frattini series of a free group in Theorem 5.3. This will give us the tools to prove Theorem 1.3. Let H be a finite p-group of Frattini length n. Given a normal subgroup U of H, note that by the second isomorphism theorem,
and this quotient is elementary abelian. Let
where u = (u 1 , . . . , u n ) and the integers u i satisfy 0
Proof. The proof proceeds by induction on n, the Frattini length of H. If n = 1, then H is elementary abelian of rank h 1 , so that u = (u 1 ) and A H (u) = h1 u1 p . Now suppose that the result holds in J = H/H n , a group which has Frattini length n − 1. Any normal subgroup U of H lying in A H (u) determines the subgroup K = U ∩ H n of H n and the normal subgroup
This Gaussian coefficient is a decreasing function of w, so there are at most h n − w n u n − w n p choices for K. Hence the number of possible pairs K and L given by subgroups in A H (u) is at most
There is a bijection between subgroups U ∈ A H (u) that give K and L and complements to Since
Note that Φ(L) = Φ(U )H n /H n , and a similar calculation to Equation 12 shows
which by hypothesis has rank at least v i . Thus
Using the inductive hypothesis gives
In Theorem 5.3 and Corollary 5.4, we estimate v i and w i when H = F/F n+1 , using some linear algebra from Lemma 5.2.
be a direct sum of vector spaces, let φ : M → M be a homomorphism with
for 1 ≤ i ≤ n and A n+1 φ = 0, and let N be a subspace of M with N ∩ ker φ = 0.
Proof. As N ∩ ker φ = 0, we have dim N = dim N φ. The proof is by induction on n. If n = 1, then N φ ⊆ M φ ⊆ A 2 ⊆ ker φ, so that N ∩ N φ = 0, and dim(N + N φ) = dim N + dim N φ = 2 dim N . Now suppose that n ≥ 2 and let π be the projection of M onto A 1 , so that ker π = A 2 ⊕ · · · ⊕ A n+1 and N φπ = 0. Let Q = N ∩ ker π; then dim N = dim Q + dim N π. We may assume by induction that
where the two cases to consider are dim
The proof of the next theorem makes heavy use of the definitions and results proved in Section 3.
Theorem 5.3. Fix an odd prime p. Let U be a normal subgroup of the free group F lying in F 2 . Let n ≥ 2,
Suppose that these groups have ranks q, r, and s respectively. Then r ≥ q and s ≥ (1 + 1/n)q.
Proof. Replacing U by U ∩ F n leaves Q unchanged and clearly does not increase the ranks of R and S, so we may assume that U ≤ F n . Then
Furthermore, replacing U by U F n+1 leaves Q unchanged, and
So we may assume that
Since φ n is an injection, r = rank(R) ≥ rank(Q) = q and the first inequality holds.
To prove the second inequality, let
Suppose first that for some k, T ∩ ker ρ n,k = 1. Then we may apply Lemma 5.2, since T ≤ L(n + 1), T ∩ ker ρ n,k = 1, and
We deduce that s ≥ (1 + 1/n)q. On the other hand, if T ∩ ker ρ n,k = 1 for some k, it follows from Lemma 3.4 that y
n ι ∈ T . Now pick a complement H to y in T , and define ρ on T by ρ| y = ρ n,j and φ| H = ρ n,k , where
and L n+1 ρ = 1, so that we deduce again from Lemma 5.2 that s ≥ (1 + 1/n)q.
Then rank(R) ≥ rank(Q) and rank(S) ≥ (1 + 1/i) rank(Q).
We can now prove Theorem 1.3, restated here for convenience.
Proof. To prove this result, we need to apply the estimates of Theorems 4. 
Substituting in the bound obtained in Theorem 5.1, we find that, if
where the sum is taken over all u such that U ∈ A H (u) if and only if U ≤ F 2 /F n+1 and U ≤ F n /F n+1 . In terms of u, this means that u n−1 ≥ 1 and
Now by Theorems 2.7 and 2.8, |A d,n | and |C d,n | are the number of GL(d, p)-orbits on A d,n and C d,n respectively. Hence
6 Most Orbits on Subgroups of F n /F n+1 are Regular
In this section we shall prove Theorem 1.4. This depends on estimating |C d,n |, the number of |GL(d, p)|-orbits on subspaces of F n /F n+1 , via the CauchyFrobenius Lemma. To do this, we obtain in Theorem 6.2 an upper bound for the number of subspaces of F n /F n+1 normalized by an element of GL(d, p), and refine this in Theorem 6.3 to obtain a stronger bound in the case n = 2. Let Σ = GL(d, p) and K be the finite field of p elements. Suppose V is a KΣ-module, and let g ∈ Σ. We want to count the number of subspaces of V (viewed as a K-vector space) normalized by g, which is the number of submodules of V as a K g -module. The following preliminaries are based on Macdonald [15, Chapter IV, Section 2].
Let Φ be the set of all polynomials in K[t] which are irreducible over K and P the set of all partitions of non-negative integers. Let U be the set of all functions µ : Φ → P such that n = f ∈Φ deg(f )|µ(f )|, where |µ(f )| is the sum of the parts of the partition µ(f ). Then there is a one-to-one correspondence between K g -modules V of dimension n and functions µ ∈ U . This correspondence is given by
where µ i (f ) is the i-th part of µ(f ), (f ) is the ideal of K[t] generated by f , and g acts upon
That is, every submodule of V is the direct sum of submodules of the summands V f . By Macdonald [15, Chapter II, 3 .1] the type λ of any K g -submodule or quotient module of V f satisfies λ ⊆ µ(f ).
For each f ∈ Φ, let K[t] f denote the localization of K[t] at the prime ideal (f ). Then K[t] f is a discrete valuation ring with residue field of order q = p deg (f ) and V f is a finite K[t] f -module of type µ(f ).
Both Theorems 6.2 and 6.3 depend on Theorem 6.1, where we calculate the number of submodules of fixed type in a module of fixed type over a discrete valuation ring. This is a generalization of the result of Miller [18] on the number of subgroups of an abelian p-group. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on β 1 . If β 1 = 0, then A(α ′ , β ′ , q) = 1 and the result holds. Suppose β 1 > 0, and let the smallest part of β ′ be t, so that either β 1 = · · · = β t > β t+1 and t < s, or β 1 = · · · = β s and t = s. Write 
On the other hand, fix a submodule L of M of type β ′ ; we can count the number of choices of N and x so that L = N, x . Here N is a submodule of L of type β ′ whose quotient has type (t), and by [15, Chapter II, Equation 4 .13], the number of choices for N is
Given N , it follows from [15, Chapter II, Equation 1.8] that there are
choices for x. Thus any submodule L of M of type β ′ arises as N, x in
ways. The total number of submodules L of M of type β ′ is then
where the second inequality uses β 1 = · · · = β t . By induction, we know that
Subbing into Equation 14 gives the result.
Using Theorem 6.1 and the techniques of Section 4, we can now upper bound the total number of submodules of a finite K g -module V . It is clear that every subspace of V is a K g -module if and only if g acts as a scalar on V , that is as multiplication by an element of K. Apart from this case, it turns out that the largest number of subspaces occurs when g acts as a scalar on a hyperplane U in V and as a different scalar on a complement to U . 
On the other hand, if m = 1, then V = V f for some f ∈ Φ. Let u = deg(f ) and q = p u , and let V have type α ′ as a K[t] f -module, where α = (α 1 , . . . , α s ). First suppose that α has at least two parts. If β = (β 1 , . . . , β r ) and β ⊆ α, then by Theorem 6.1 and Lemma 4.1 Equation 1, the number of submodules of V of type β ′ is
where the last inequality follows from Theorem 4.2. Now D(q) ≤ D(p) and C(q) ≤ C(p) so, remembering that u(α 1 + · · · + α s ) = n and using Lemma 4.5,
If instead s = 1 and α has just one part, then α 1 = n/u. If u ≥ 2, then by Lemma 4.1 Equation 1,
On the other hand, if u = 1, then f = t − k for some k ∈ K and V ∼ = ⊕ n {K[t]/(f )} so that g acts as the scalar k on V and m V = G n (p).
The next theorem strengthens this result when the module structure is known more precisely and will be needed to deal with groups of Frattini length 2.
Theorem 6.3. Let 1 = g ∈ Σ and let V be a non-trivial K g -module of dimension n over K. Suppose that W is a K g -module extension of V ∧ V by V and let m W be the number of submodules of W . Then
for n ≥ 10, where N = n(n + 1)/2, ε = log p (C(p)D(p)), and θ = max{3ε + 4, 4ε + 5/2, 5ε + 1}.
where for each i, W i = W fi for some f i ∈ Φ and dim K W i = n i ; we may assume that n 1 ≥ n 2 ≥ · · · ≥ n m . Note that
Fix 0 < t < m and set 
2 /4 and
proving the result. If we cannot choose t so that 4 ≤ x ≤ N − 4, then since N > 9 implies that n 1 ≤ 3, it must be that n 1 ≥ N − 3 and m ≤ 4. Write
At this point we need to prove a technical claim which we will use twice.
Claim: Suppose that V is the direct sum of K g -modules A and B of dimensions a ≥ 4 and n − a over K, with A ⊂ W 1 π. If g acts as a scalar k on A, then k = 1 and A ⊗ B is the direct sum of a copies of B.
Proof of claim:
If g acts as a scalar k on A, then A ∼ = ⊕{K[t]/(t − k)} a and W 1 = W (t−k) . In this case g acts as the scalar
, which is impossible. Therefore k = 1. Since V is non-trivial, the action on B is non-trivial and A ⊗ B is the direct sum of a copies of B.
Now take A = W 1 π and B = Y π so that V = A ⊕ B. Suppose that g acts on A as a scalar k. Since n ≥ 7 and dim B ≤ dim Y ≤ 3, we see that a ≥ 4, and by the claim, A ⊗ B is the direct sum of a copies of B. But since B is the image of Y , it follows that A ⊗ B ⊆ Y , and a(n − a) ≤ dim Y ≤ 3, which is false. Therefore g does not act on W 1 π as a scalar, and hence does not act on W 1 as a scalar.
We may assume that W 1 = W f where f has degree u over K and W 1 and W 1 π have types α ′ and β ′ respectively, where β ⊆ α. Write α = (α 1 , . . . , α s ) and β = (β 1 , . . . , β r ). If u > 1, then
where the last line uses the fact that N ≥ 14. Thus log p m W ≤ θ + (N − 4) 2 /4. So we may assume that u = 1 and f = t − k for some k ∈ K. Since g does not act as a scalar on W 1 or W 1 π, α 2 ≥ γ 2 > 0.
By Equation 15 , log p m W1 ≤ sε + (α This is maximized at s = 4, where we get a bound of 5ε + 1 + (N − 4) 2 /4. So we may assume that α 1 ≥ N − 3. Then α 2 + · · · + α s + y ≤ 3. Since β 1 + · · · + β r + dim(πY ) = n ≥ 10, it follows that β 1 ≥ 7 and β 1 − β 2 ≥ 4. Note that β 1 − β 2 is the number of summands of W 1 π that are isomorphic to K[t]/(f − k). So write W 1 π = A ⊕ C, where a = dim A = β 1 − β 2 and g acts as the scalar k on A and not on C. Set B = C ⊕ Y π. Then V = A ⊕ B and by the claim, k = 1 and A ⊗ B is a direct sum of a copies of B. Then A ⊗ B is contained in Y plus the components of W 1 that g does not act as a scalar on, so that aβ 2 ≤ dim (A ⊗ B) ≤ α 2 + y ≤ 3, which is impossible.
We can now prove Theorem 1.4, restated here for convenience. 
Proof. Recall that C d,n are the GL(d, p)-orbits in C d,n , D d,n are the regular orbits in C d,n , and |C d,n | = G dn (p). If g ∈ Σ, then |(C d,n ) g |, the number of elements of C d,n fixed by g, is just the number of submodules of F n /F n+1 viewed as a K g -module, which we estimated in the previous theorems.
We explain first why only the identity element of Σ can act as a scalar on F n /F n+1 . By Theorem 3.1, F n /F n+1 has a KΣ-submodule (L 1 ⊕ L 2 )α n which is KΣ-isomorphic to V ⊕ (V ∧ V ), where V is the natural KΣ-module. If g ∈ Σ acts on F n /F n+1 as a scalar k ∈ K, then it acts on V as the scalar k, and hence on V ∧ V as the scalar k 2 . Thus k = k 2 and k = 1, so that g is the identity on V , that is the identity of Σ.
Suppose first that n > 2. We know from Theorem 6.2 that if g = 1, Since x → −∞ as d → ∞, the result follows.
Summary
In this section we use Theorems 1.2, 1.3, and 1.4 to prove a slightly more general version of Theorem 1.1, obtaining it as a corollary. Proof. This follows directly from Theorem 7.1 and the trivial observation that the number of p-groups generated by at most d elements and with Frattini length at most n is finite, while the number of p-groups with Frattini length at most n is infinite.
